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FROM THE EDITOR:
Some of the biggest blights on the North American deserts are
electrical utility transmission lines that crisscross the land. Construction of these lines involves scrapping away the desert surface,
grading access roads, and erecting hundreds of high-voltage transmission towers over long distances and stringing high-voltage wire
between them. These right-of-ways leave tremendous scars on the
land, they displace and disrupt animal life, and can be an eyesore to
wilderness scenery.
Desert Survivors has a history of opposing new transmission lines.
In recent years there have been surge in power transmission line
proposals in the western U.S. often to serve industrial-scale solar
and wind projects. The rationale for these projects is always to meet
renewable energy goals.
Instead of constructing large-scale renewable power plants on wilderness lands, Desert Survivors advocates policies of energy conservation and supports the proliferation of solar voltaic panels near
the place of use on rooftops, over parking lots and other already
disrupted land.
At the November 2016 Sierra Club Desert Committee meeting I
learned of recent technological advancements that would allow existing transmission lines to perform at a much higher capacity and
perhaps negate the need for new ones.
The first is the development of a carbon fiber core transmission
cable. Currently, power lines use an aluminum conductor steelreinforced cable. This sort of cable has a steel core, solely for cable
strength, surrounded by aluminum wires that carries the electricity.
This cable has some inherent problems caused by the steel and aluminum expanding at different rates and sagging when it gets hot.
Nevertheless, this is the wire that makes up our power grid.
The carbon fiber core wire has a high-strength composite center
surrounded by aluminum strands. This wire is lighter in weight, it
sags less, and has nearly double the electrical capacity of steel-core
cables of the same diameter. The carbon fiber core cables can be installed on existing towers and infrastructure using most of the tools
and equipment employed with metal-core cables. Adapting to this
type of wire would be a giant leap in transmission line capability
with no new negative impact on the environment.
Another useful innovation would be the use of electrical Direct
Current (DC) for long distance power transmission. In our existing
system, electricity is generated as Alternate Current (AC). To lessen the loss of power from electrical resistance AC electricity is sent
through the transmission lines at very high voltages (155,000 to
765,000 volts). Near the point of use, transformers lower this high
voltage to a range more suitable for consumers (120 to 240 volts).
The practicality and efficiency of AC transformers in lowering high
voltage electricity are the main reasons our power grid uses AC.
On the other hand, the capability of a transmission line operating
on high voltage DC is about 40% higher than with AC. Recent advances in the efficiency of converters that change AC to DC and DC
back to AC make it feasible for a significant increase in capacity of
existing long distance transmission lines if they use DC electricity.
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Desert Survivors is an affiliation of desert lovers committed to experiencing,
sharing and protecting desert wilderness wherever we find it. We recognize
the places we love to explore will not remain wild unless we give others the
opportunity to experience them as we do and unless we remain vigilant and
active in our efforts to monitor and preserve them.

The Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan makes available
up to 20,000 megawatts of renewable energy in the desert. Most of
the transmission lines needed to carry this energy do not yet exist.
By adopting more efficient electricity transmission technologies,
power producers would avoid unnecessary costs of new energy
corridors. While the financial costs do not matter to most energy
producers (many investor-own utilities such as Southern California
Edison are guaranteed a 10% return on transmission projects by the
Federal Energy Commission) the cost to the environment is significant and the damages to the desert are permanent. Making what
we have better is superior than making something new. This is one
way we can do the right thing.
Nicholas Blake

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Dear Editor:
I am writing to let the membership know that Desert Survivors
uses Wells Fargo for its banking services. In a crowded field of corrupt, profit-maximizing, law-breaking financial institutions, Wells
Fargo is in a league of its own.
Wells Fargo is a major funder of the Dakota Access Pipeline, but
what is less well known, is the bank is also a major financier of
new coal plant construction. In a time of rapidly advancing climate disruption and a carbon dioxide level now permanently over
400 parts per million, it is incongruous for an environmental organization to add to the profit of a major funder and facilitator of
extreme fossil fuel extraction. Numerous organizations, the cities
of Seattle, WA, Davis CA and Berkeley, CA, and many individuals
have moved to cut their ties with Wells Fargo. I believe it is time
for Desert Survivors to follow suit.
I call on the Board of Directors to initiate the process to divest
from Wells Fargo as soon as possible and to replace it with a banking partner that is socially and environmentally aware and abides
by ethical standards. As a member of Desert Survivors, I don’t
want my dues being used to pay Wells Fargo banking fees or being
loaned out to destroy the environment. If you agree that Desert
Survivors should pull its assets from Wells Fargo, please let its
Board of Directors know.
Sincerely,
Karen Rusiniak
Cover photo: Doug Kari on the very first Desert Survivors trip to the Inyo
Mountains in 1980. Mr. Kari is the founder of Desert Survivors. Beginning on Page 6, read about earlier trips to the desert by Kari and his U.C.
Berkeley fraternity brothers that were the genesis of our organization.
Photo: courtesy of Doug Kari
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Desert Survivor volunteers and a trailer full of trash they collected during the Argus Range
Wilderness Service Trip January 2017. It was a beautiful weekend in the desert, with scenery
highlighted by a fresh cap of snow on the mountains.
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DESERT SURVIVORS SUE THE U.S. FISH &
WILDLIFE SERVICE OVER REVERSAL OF
BI-STATE SAGE-GROUSE PROTECTION
A coalition of conservation groups file a lawsuit over withdrawal of proposed
“threatened species” listing of these genetically unique and isolated birds in the Mono Basin region.

by Nicholas Blake
One of the most delightful scenes in the North American wild
is the mating ritual of the sage-grouse. Each spring, in western
grasslands and sagebrush country, these animals gather for avian
grand balls. The males begin the dance with outrageous displays of
ballyhoo. A boy bird will inflate an air sacks on his neck creating
a hugely exaggerated, puffed-up chest. At the same time he will
commence to strut about, showing off tail feathers arrayed in an
arcing fan and emitting a drumming sound from its body. Often,
dozens (even hundreds) of birds will gather for this mating dance.
This male swagger soon attracts the females. The girl birds will
walk in and about this boy dance checking out and selecting the
most attractive ones for breeding. The hens are picky. Only a few
of the males are chosen for mating.
The sage-grouse builds its nest on the ground using the cover of
sage brush and grasses to hide its eggs and hatchlings from predators. The incubation period for the eggs is about 26 days. A chick
can walk from birth. It takes about 5 weeks before it can fly.

Photos: Flickr Creative Commons

This wonderful animal inhabits a range that runs from southern
Saskatchewan, across Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, Nevada to eastern California—over 165 million acres of grassland and sagebrush
country. This may seem like a huge environment, however it is
about half of the bird’s original habitat. When Europeans first arrived there were an estimated 16 million sage-grouse. Today there
are as few as 200,000. Changes to the environment from human
activity, such as oil and gas drilling, coal mining, farming, urbanization, range fires, invasive plants and animals have brought this
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demise. Cattle grazing is particularly harmful for the sage-grouse.
Ranchers run their cows on the same lands the bird needs for its
survival. The cows eat the grasses around and under the sagebrush, removing the foliage that hides the nests. Livestock grazing
also aids sage-grouse predators that perch on fences and accelerate
the spread of invasive plant species that displace native vegetation.
In particular, cheat grass outcompetes the seedlings of native and
desirable species for soil moisture on ground left bare by grazing. Americans love beef. Ranchers love their way of life. In this
competition for the range the humans and livestock are prevailing
and sage-grouse is heading toward extinction.
A unique and particularly isolated species of sage-grouse resides
in and around the Mono Basin and the California-Nevada border.
It is called the Bi-State Sage-Grouse. In 2013, after years of study
and consideration that took into account the voluntary efforts
under the 2012 Bi-State (California & Nevada) Action Plan, the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) proposed listing the Bi-State Sage-Grouse as a “threatened species” under the
Endangered Species Act. The agency proposed the designation of
over 1.8 million acres as “critical habitat” for the bird––land necessary for the survival and recovery of the Bi-State Sage-Grouse population. This move was universally applauded by conservationists.
On April 23, 2015 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service reversed its
position and withdrew its the proposal. The USFWS claimed its
reversal was based on a reassessment of favorable results of voluntary conservation measures restricted to private lands in the 2012
Bi-State Action Plan. The USFWS cited new evidence including
a sage-grouse population trend analysis (“Coates Analysis”) in its
reversal decision.

Above photo: During the mating ritual a female sage grouse (on the left) will
walk among groups of strutting males, looking for the best candidate to father
her brood. Left photo: A male sage grouse looking for love. He literally inflates
his size by blowing up a large air sack on his neck.
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The approximate range of the Bi-State Sage-Grouse. Within this
area scientist have identified 6 distinct populations—none of
which has even half the number of birds considered for a viable
population. U.S. Fish & Wildlife proposed designating 1.8 million acres of habitat for the bird. This was withdrawn in 2015
and downgraded to just 40,000 acres, all on private land.

On March 9, 2016 Desert Survivors in along with the Center for
Biological Diversity, Wildearth Guardians and the Western Watershed Project filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court,
(San Francisco) challenging the U.S. Department of the Interior
and the Fish and Wildlife Services failure to protect the Bi-State
Sage-Grouse under the Endangered Species Act. In its press release the plaintiffs declared that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
reversed its course in 2015, “ without adequate justification or
explanation.”

The lawsuit is still in its early stages. Attorneys from the Center
for Biological Diversity and Stanford Law School’s Environmental
Law Clinic are representing the plaintiffs. In July 2016 an initial
case management conference was held. In November 2016 the
State of Nevada and Mono County California filed motions to
intervene in the case as a defendant. At the same time another
party filed a motion to intervene as a defendant—The Nevada Association of Counties. This is a quasi-governmental organization
representing Nevada counties and industry that felt it had interests
in the case independent from the State of Nevada and Federal defendants. The Judge agreed to allow all of the intervenors to participate so long as they do not a interfere with the case schedule,
and file joint briefs (or seek leave of the Court to file separately).
As this issue of The Survivor goes to press the litigation is in the
pre-trial phase with motions regarding the administrative record
(the evidence the USFWS used to make its decisions) still being
decided. We expect these issues to be resolved sometime in April
2017 with a briefing schedule for the merits of the case announced
soon after.
Desert Survivors has brought this lawsuit on its own institutional
behalf and on behalf of our members, many of us whom regularly
enjoy and will continue to enjoy educational, recreational, and
scientific activities regarding the Bi-State Sage-Grouse. Protecting
the plants animals of the desert is a core component of our organization. We hold these creatures dear and with our partners—
foremost the Center for Biological Diversity—we will continue
to champion their well being. We will keep you posted as this
litigation progresses.

Photo: Wikimedia Commons

In 2013 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service deemed 1.8 million
acres of habitat necessary for the survival and recovery of the BiState Sage-Grouse. The new plan would rely on measures under
the 2012 Bi-State Action Plan in which a mere 40,000 acres of
private lands would be voluntarily set aside by their owners for
conservation attention. The actions of the voluntary plan had
already been in place for more than a decade, yet during this time
the Bi-State Sage-Grouse had continued to decline.
According to senior scientist with the Center for Biological Diversity Ileene Anderson, “As we have seen for more than a decade,
these voluntary measures are not enough; without the legal protections of the Endangered Species Act, the sage grouse in Mono
Basin have continued to decline, sliding toward extinction.”
In regard to the Coates Analysis: The plaintiffs contend USFWS
misinterpreted and misapplied the Coates Analysis model to conclude that the evaluated sage-grouse populations were, “in their
entirety stable.” A more judicious reading of the analysis showed
that the population was stable in only 15.8% in the model and
were likely to be extirpated in significant portions of its existing
range. There is also compelling evidence that the USFWS overstated the bird populations.

“Livestock grazing is one of the primary threats to the survival of
Bi-State Sage-Grouse populations, especially in the drier eastern
deserts where the native birds populations are doing particularly
poorly,” said Mike Connor, scientist and former California director
for Western Watersheds Project one of the plaintiffs in the suit. “By
ignoring the serious threats posed by grazing, the USFWS is utterly
failing in its duty to preserve and protect sage-grouse.”
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The Inyo Mountains as viewed from the Saline Valley.

The 1963 Rambler in the Saline.
Terry Warfield standing.

In 1977 a group of U.C. Berkeley fraternity
brothers headed to the Saline Valley for spring
break. For one of the trip goers the grandeur
of the Inyo Mountains provoked powerful feelings. It brought him to return there the following spring, and then again many times. These
excursions into the Inyos by Doug Kari and his
fraternity brothers were the genesis of Desert
Survivors. This is the story of our beginning.
–– the Editor
by Doug Kari
After grandpa died in 1957, my grandmother traveled to the
Mojave Desert seeking solace. Dale King became a prospector
who roamed far and wide, and lived in a cabin with kerosene
lanterns and a potbelly stove. She also introduced her grandkids to the desert.
Fast forward to 1977, I was an undergrad at U.C Berkeley, living in a fraternity housed in a Greene & Greene bungalow – we
were known as the “hippie house.” As spring break approached
I decided to organize a trip. My sister Karen, also a desert
lover, recommended a place called Saline Valley.
My fraternity brothers were adventurous guys, and three of
them agreed to join me – including Terry Warfield, who had a
Toyota Landcruiser. Because we had piles of gear and supplies, Terry and I drove down to San Pablo Avenue and rented
a U-Haul trailer As we were driving back, smoking a joint, we
heard a snap. It was the rear axle.
The Landcruiser was equipped with four-wheel-drive, so we
still had power to the two front wheels. But we couldn’t drive
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They woke up the next morning to this scene.

to and from Saline Valley, a thousand-mile roundtrip, in a
vehicle with a busted rear axle. As Terry and I, along with Tim
“Dogman” Moran and my best friend Jim Cope, sat dejectedly in the driveway, another brother, Tom Quigley, wandered
along. He volunteered to drive his car—a 1963 Rambler station wagon with bald tires. What choice did we have?
Late in the afternoon we got underway, but as we drove out of
Berkeley and merged onto Highway 13, the Rambler began to
shake. Turning to Quigley I said, “We’ve had a blowout. Don’t
touch the brake, just let off the gas.”
“It always does this,” Quigley said breezily. “When we get going faster it’ll smooth out.”
From the backseat came Dogman’s voice, mimicking Scotty
from Star Trek. “Captain! She can’t take it anymore!”
I was dismayed. “Quigley, do you have any idea where we’re
going?”

Photo left: The author, Doug Kari
during the 1977 trip to the Saline
Valley.
Photo right: From the 1977 trip, Tom
Quigley and Jim Cope taking in the
view on the Inyo Mountains.
Tim “Dogman” Moran.

Ten hours later, in the dead of night,
strung out from the acid and the road, we turned off Highway
190 onto what I thought was Saline Valley Road. But the route
deteriorated to mere wheel tracks, and became so steep that at
one point we had to get out and push. Then it started to snow.
We reached a plateau, and in the yellow glow of the Rambler’s
headlights we saw buildings—a ghost town. We picked a cabin
big enough for all of us, nailed boards over the broken-out
windows and lit a scrap-wood fire in the stove.
When dawn broke we found ourselves snowed in, with fresh
powder cloaking the mountainside. We spent the day exploring an old mine—the tunnel led deep into the mountain.
Dogman led the way, his face streaked with dirt and his eyes
half-crazed. When I said we should be careful he responded,
“Danger! I sense danger!” When someone suggested we turn
back, he hissed, “Mole people! Never see the light of day!”
By the following morning the snow had mostly melted, so we
were able to descend the mountain. We found the route into
Saline Valley and drove there slowly—drinking beer, eating
peanuts and cracking jokes. Late in the afternoon we set up
camp at the base of Keynot Canyon, which descends in a deep
cleave from the heart of the Inyo Mountains. Around dusk I
went exploring and discovered a trail that wasn’t shown on my
U.S.G.S. 15-minute map. Thrilled by this find, I ran back to tell
the others.
The next morning we awoke early and started up the switchbacks. We moved at a fast pace but my prior desert hiking was
limited and I had no idea of the Inyos’ enormous scale. After
a couple of lung-burning hours it seemed we’d barely gotten
anywhere. One-by-one the guys gave up and descended, until
only Cope and I remained. He and I detoured from the trail
and walked to the edge of Keynot Canyon. We peered over
the precipice, but the canyon was so deep that we couldn’t see
the bottom. It seemed mysterious and alluring. Our rowdy
road trip had evolved into a different sort of experience—an
interlude of beauty and awe.

As we stood there in silence a large raptor, white underneath
with golden-brown markings, came gliding through Keynot
Canyon. As the bird flew by it looked at us and emitted a
haunting cry. I had a powerful feeling, as though I’d been summoned. I vowed that someday I’d return to the trail and see
where it would lead me.
A year later, 1978, I couldn’t convince any of the original guys
to return, so I recruited three other fraternity brothers: Jim
Morrison (we called him “Mo”), Steve Bailey and Colin Gavin.
We fancied ourselves as exceptionally well-prepared because
we started our backpack with food, camping gear, and one gallon each of water. What could possibly go wrong?
We spent the first afternoon in the Inyos chugging uphill, until
finally we made camp right on the trail—that was as close to
level as we could get in such relentless terrain. Come morning
our canteens were low, but we kept pushing, until we reached
a steep section of mountainside where the trail appeared to
end, at a man-made rock platform outside a mine tunnel. My
map showed the Keynot Mine as the only nearby feature, so I
thought that this was it. When we shined our flashlights inside

Photo: © Friends of San Diego Architecture

“Maybe this will help,” said Terry,
extending his hand. In his palm was
a tiny purple pill.

The homeof the U. C. Berkeley’s hippie fraternity—the Greene & Greene
“Thorsen House” (1908) on Piedmont Avenue, seen here in 1978.
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the mine tunnel we could see the sparkle of quartz crystals, but
the best discovery was two, gallon-jars of brackish water. I was
ecstatic. Two gallons meant we could hang on for another day.
After setting up camp the four of us traversed southward and
found an overlook—a perfect place to smoke a joint and gaze
down into Keynot Canyon. As we headed back, Steve was in
the lead, and suddenly he was airborne, leaping sideways as
a rattlesnake struck. But the snake missed, and we ate that
unfortunate reptile for dinner.
The next morning I went
looking for a secluded
place to do my business. North from the
platform was a slope
that had been scraped
by a landslide, and after
I scrambled across, I
stumbled upon a trail.
I realized that the trail
we’d been following
didn’t end at the mine;
it only looked that way
because of the landslide.
Beyond the landslide the
trail kept going.
Excited by my discovery,
I shouted to the guys
that I’d found the trail again. Steve yelled back that he’d rather
stay put. Colin remained with Steve to keep him company.
But Mo grabbed our daypacks, a few supplies and one quart of
water, and he traversed across the mountainside to rendezvous
with me. It was early Saturday morning. We called out to
Steve and Colin that we would be back in a couple of hours.
Diamondback rattlesnake.

a couple of cots, a wood-burning stove, and best of all, a rubber
bladder hanging from a nail, holding about two quarts of stale
water. We gulped down the water but still felt parched, and the
psychedelic energy was wearing off. Because it was late May
the days were long, but the sun was past its zenith and we were
far from camp. But we didn’t want to return without water,
and we could see, on the mountainside high above us, patches
of snow.
Mo and I pressed on, ascending cross-country through the
pinyons. Eventually we reached a rolling meadow a thousand
feet below Keynot Peak. There was plenty of snow, but instead
of suggesting that we stop to melt water, I insisted on continuing upward. Hearkening back to the raptor that Cope and I
had seen the year before, I still had the feeling that I was being
summoned—that the mountain held other secrets in store.
Mo and I began ascending the ridge that divides the headwall
of Keynot Canyon from the headwall of McEvoy Canyon. The
day grew late and the air turned cold. As we forced our bodies
to keep climbing, what had started as a day hike became an
experience more perilous but also more profound.
The ridge was formed of dolomite, and along this ridge grew
ancient bristlecone pines—a hanging garden, achingly beautiful, like a Japanese painting. I felt blessed to be there but
utterly exhausted. A sense of unease began pressing against my
temples.
The bristlecone pines seemed to take notice. Like sentient be-

Wearing only shorts and T-shirts, Mo and I charged up the
trail. It felt great to be on the move again; we laughed and
high-fived. At some point we each popped one of those tiny
purple pills. Our youthful energy now chemically enhanced,
we made fast progress. Above camp we came onto a wooded
shoulder, and there we discovered a mine tunnel, the ruins
of stone huts and some hand-forged tools. Mo picked up a
battered, two-gallon tin canteen—it had a ragged hole where
the stopper used to be. “It’s broken,” I remarked. Mo stuffed it
into his daypack anyway—a simple act that may have saved our
lives.
After pausing to sip from our quart-bottle of water, we set off
again up the ridge. But we didn’t have hats on, and with the
midday sun blazing down we soon became dazed. We crawled
under a mountain mahogany, finished off the water and continued on.
Ultimately the trail turned southward and we found ourselves
looking down a steep slope covered in quartz tailings. We
realized that this was Keynot Mine. Below was a cabin, so we
boot-skied down the tailings slope to look at it. The cabin had
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Formal portrait of the first Desert Survivors trip, 1980. Clockwise from
top left: Jim Morrison, Gregor Nelson, Doug Kari and Scott Burlingame.

ings, they reached out with gnarled limbs to lend a helpinghand. Suddenly Mo and I weren’t alone anymore—we were
among ancients, the elders of planet earth, and they spoke to us
mutely. The weathered branches told of sun, wind and storm;
the gnarled roots spoke of struggling to keep a grip.
The sun was setting when the ridge rolled away and I foun myself atop 11,101’ Keynot Peak. Mo had fallen back, and when
he arrived, he looked at me with eyes that were dead serious.
Years later, this is what Mo recalls:
I was so beat that I lay down… I could feel my light, heat
and energy disappear into the ground… I thought, ‘This
is a moment where you have a choice. You go one direction or the other.’ In one sense it didn’t matter, I could’ve
gone either way, but I’m glad I chose to live.
Together on the summit, we gazed across Owens Valley to the
Sierra Nevada. Then we turned east and descended a steep
slope to the right of the dolomite ridge, through a bristlecone
forest that was deep in shadow and snow. My energy was
ebbing, and my tongue was so thick that I couldn’t speak. A
couple of times I stopped for no reason and Mo had to coax me
along. As we reached the meadow at 10,000’ elevation, darkness overtook us. Both of us realized what needed to be done.
We built a fire and the sweet-glowing flames brought us back
to life. As I fed the flames with deadwood, Mo grabbed snow
and stuffed it into the mouth of the two-gallon canteen. The
first batch was full of pine needles and dead bugs, but we drank
it down. As the night progressed we refined our water-making
operation, or “Water-O” as we called it. Crouching close to the
flames we melted water in the canteen and decanted it into the
quart-bottle. First we filled our stomachs, and then we filled
the rubber bladder that we’d pilfered from the mining cabin.
At midnight a waning quarter moon rose. In the wee hours a
Great Horned Owl alighted on a dead tree and looked down at
us. I had this sense that I was in the hands of God, the Great
Spirit – whatever you want to call her. Mo and I were learning things that civilization had obscured, about water as the
source of life; about life being separated from death by a narrow divide; and about the beauty that arises from living things
struggling to survive.

On Monday morning, Mo and I continued downward, and in
the afternoon we reached the bottom of Keynot Canyon. A
couple of hours later, when we spotted a search and rescue helicopter, we flagged it down with a space blanket. The helicopter landed and Steve was sitting alongside the pilot. There was
only room for one more in the chopper so Mo and I elected to
wait together until Steve and Colin could return in the truck.
The pilot offered us water, but we politely declined. We didn’t
need help because we were survivors—Desert Survivors.

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

In 1980, Mo and I learned that the Inyo Mountains were being
reviewed by the Bureau of Land Management as a possible new
wilderness area. Our support of this designation started us on
the path to formalizing Desert Survivors and getting involved
in desert protection. Since then there have been countless
battles, adventures and life events in the magnificent landscape
that lies east of the Sierra Nevada and west of the Nevada state
line.
Out there is my spiritual hunting ground. All three of my
kids were christened in the waterfall of at the base of McEvoy
Canyon. As for Mo, he and I both own vacation homes in the
Alabama Hills, where we sit together and gaze at the Inyos and
remember.

Jim “Mo” Morrison in 1980.

Doug Kari in 1977.

Sunday morning—a full day after last seeing Steve and Colin—
Mo and I started our descent. We moved slowly, recognizing
that a twisted ankle or wrong turn could have dire consequences. At the Keynot Mine cabin we stopped and took a nap.
Farther down the mountain we encountered a rattlesnake; I
threw a rock and missed. The snake remained coiled, too cold
to escape or even to rattle. It was a diamondback with beautiful golden-tan markings. I felt ashamed.
“The old understanding was falling away,” Mo recalls. “This
was his territory. We left him alone and went on our way.”
It was evening when we made it back to camp. Steve and Colin
had already packed up their things and left. There was a note
saying that they’d gone to get help.

Still friends after all of these years: Jim Morrison and Doug Kari
in a restaurant in Bejing, China, February 2017.
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Left photo: The
trip participants
had planned to
gas up in Denio,
but found the
town’s only fuel
pump out of
order.
Right photo:
Taking in the
view above the
Trout Creek
watershed.

Trout Creek Car Camp
Nevada-Oregon, September 2016
Trip Report and Photos by Lynne Buckner
Another trip with Dave Oline to a “god forsaken”, cow-plop-ridden
place out in the middle of nowhere began in Denio, Nevada—a
town where the corner gas station and motel were open but the gas
pump was in a state of disrepair and looked like it hadn’t seen fuel
for years. Distracted by 2 deer hanging out in the middle of the
road, I drove right by the Denio post office meeting place, backtracking only when I saw a fellow DS’er driving in the opposite direction. Six Desert Survivors gathered for the trip. At our meeting,
one of our members was told that he couldn’t park in the space in
front of the Post Office door in what was essentially an empty lot
because the daily mail truck was due and its driver would be angry
to find someone in his space!

After a slight detour to Fields, Oregon for gas, our caravan of 6
vehicles headed for the Trout Creek Mountains. We traveled on
a road that quickly went from good gravel to rocky—sometimes
up steep terrain. At one point we saw an antelope on the broad
sagebrush plain. We also spotted some bow hunters walking in the
opposite direction. After about 20 miles of travel, we stopped our
vehicles and hiked about 1.5 miles across a plateau to stretch our
legs and get an overview of Trout Creek. Back in our cars, we drove
a mile down a side road to a corral with cows, some aspen and a flat
place to camp at 7,300 ft. We had a good view and a pleasant evening with a dramatic sunset fading to a very dark, star-studded sky.
The next day, we drove about 10 miles over the lip of the plateau and
down to Trout Creek, somewhere near its headwaters. We commenced a day hike along the stream to look for fishing spots and
cabin ruins. We soon came to what appeared to be a beaver dam,
then some aspen with some sort of aphid infestation which may
account for the dead aspens we had seen in the distance the day
before. Hinting that summer was ending, some of the aspens were
starting to turn color. Rabbit brush was blooming, currents and
rose hips were ripe. There were a few lupine blooms hanging on
as well as the ubiquitous pennyroyal. Thanks to an accomplished
birder in the group, we saw a peregrine falcon, northern flicker and
earlier in the day a migrating spotted sandpiper at the edge of a
pond.

Right photo:
Inspecting the
ruins of an
abandonded
homestead.

One of the anglers searching for a good fishing hole.
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The trip was billed as a fishing trip and we had 2 fishermen
in our group of 6. We were looking for evidence of an isolated population of trout along the 40 mile creek. Trout Creek never
makes it to the ocean, ending in a sink when it reaches the playa of
Alvord Desert. According to trip leader Dave, “Introduced rainbow trout into Trout Creek in the 1950s likely extirpated the native
Alvord cutthroat trout, although because of interbreeding there
may be some evidence of Alvord genes in the population.” The anglers searched for promising fishing holes along the route without
much luck. Dave cast his line a couple of times but did not even
get a nibble.
On Sunday morning, at about 6:00 am., while it was still dark, we
awoke to thunder and lightening. Rain began to fall, which quickly
turned to hail, and judging by the cloud cover, it didn’t look like it
was just passing through. The decision was made that we would
complete our driving loop by going up over the highest part of the
range. If the weather didn’t clear up along the way we would then
head back to the town of Fields. Without 4WD or all terrain tires,
it took me 2 attempts to just barely make it up the hill—spinning
my wheels and spitting rocks as I went. The other trip participants
had 4WD or hardier vehicles and seemed to do okay. Soon snow
began to fall, which presented yet more challenges. By the time we
reached the top of the range, at about 8,200ft, we were in a white
out. After a short breather we returned to our vehicles and headed
down on a gentler, kinder road and out of the snow, ending up at a
cafe in Fields where we ate breakfast.

The storm clouds were both ominous and beautiful.

After the meal, what remained of the group, headed north to Alvord Hot Springs. We found what was once a relatively undiscovered free hot spring had now been developed. The children of the
man who had owned the property were now charging a modest
fee to soak in the hot springs. There was also paid camping and
motel rooms in temporary military/camo storage containers (at
least, that is what they looked like). It was Labor Day weekend
and there were too many people for our taste so we headed for
Bog Hot, a Desert Survivor haunt over the border in Nevada. As
expected, Bog Hot was not crowded. We had a fine view of the
Pueblo Mountains while we soaked. We camped upstream away
from the main soaking area. Most of the clouds had cleared for
star gazing which we did before heading off to bed with hot water
bottles from the boiling river.
With frost on the salt grass and the hot creek steaming, we savored
hot coffee eventually saying goodby to each other and goodby to
summer having glimpsed colder, darker days ahead.

Right photo:
They drove up
to this summit for the
panoramic
view. Instead
they experienced near
white-out
conditions.

She was not expecting snow on Labor Day.
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The Desert Bookshelf:

THREE DESERT READINGS
2 RECENT, 1 NOT QUITE AS MUCH

by Leonard Finegold
Death Valley Is Alive
By Alex Ross, 2016

This is one of the best short pieces on desert writing I know of. Alex
Ross spent a few days in Death Valley in March 2016 at the height of the
“Superbloom.” He does write about the original people—The Timbisha Shoshone—and interviews experts. Because the piece is only eight
pages, and is free on the World Wide Web, I won’t write a long review,
and simply encourage you to read it: http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/11/14/death-valley-is-alive New Yorker November 14, 2016,
pp. 62-69.
In the article Mr. Ross drives from Beatty, NV, over Daylight Pass into
Death Valley. He gives a wonderful account of his visit to Badwater,
Hanaupah Canyon (I’ve been there with Desert Survivors), Titus Canyon, Salt Creek, and climbs Telescope Peak from Mahogany Flat.
Once I camped at Mahogany Flat; it was cold and at night I left a plastic
beaker of water out on a table, expecting to see the ice in the morning.
However, although the air felt pretty cold, the water was still liquid. To
see how cold it really was, I put a favorite little dial thermometer in the
water. The dial pointer sprung up to a high temperature, so I thought
it suddenly broke, and swore. Then, it became difficult to move the
thermometer in the water and, as I looked at it, the water alarmingly
turned into ice. This is “supercooling”, and occurs if the water is well below freezing, and very clean. Later an expert told me that typically the
ice is nucleated by pollen, and we were in a pollen-free environment. I
learned about the MarsFest 2013—an annual event where scientists give
lectures and field trips that compare Death Valley with Mars.
My only disappointment with the Alex Ross article is that he didn’t go
to the Racetrack Playa,
where stones “magically” scoot around the
surface, and where the
magic is now solved.
I hope the bookstore
at the Valley Visitor
Center will stock the
article; it’s a perfect
short introduction to
Death Valley.
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An experiment demonstrating supercooled water.
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Physicst and Desert Survivor Leonard Finegold grew up in England and has lived half of his life on the
U.S. east coast. He loves the desert and although his Pennsylvania home is far from arid lands, he reads
up on these places as much as he can. He reviews three notable writings on dry places. –– The Editor

Above photo: A field of brilliant desert gold flowers in
Death Valley during the 2016
“Superbloom.”.

Below photo: If you want to see
a lot of desert on the big screen,
watch the David Lean directed
movie Lawerence of Arabia,
(1962.) It is a true classic.

The White Heart of Mojave
By Edna Brush Perkins, 1922

Alex Ross mentions this book in the New Yorker article. I have the original
book at hand. In 1920 Edna Perkins and a friend—Eastern U.S. middle-aged
matrons who had been active in the Suffragette movement—drove from Los
Angeles to the Mojave Desert. They resolved to see Death Valley and they had
never slept outdoors before. A prospector told them, “If you go there, you will
see something you won’t see anywhere else on earth.”

Above photo: Edna
Brush Perkins (18801930). She was an
independent woman
with interests in writing,
painting and woman’s
suffrage.

Perkins describes their trip, from Beatty, NV to Telescope Peak, with a local
guide, a wagon, a mule and a horse. I followed, in spirit, their journey on the
good hand-drawn map on the end-paper, supplemented with my National Park
leaflet map of Death Valley (of 1997!). Her great strength is that she does recreate the feel of being in the desert, as do few writings. She has an astonishing
sense of color, and sees it where I was unaware. She also mentions “echoes” of
the desert when one is when far away. I have echoes in the eastern U.S., when
a cool keen early-morning wind surprisingly, and comfortingly, reminds me of
the desert.
Perkins calls Death Valley “she”. Although my GPS is “Emily,” I have thought
of Death Valley as “it”. She writes well and evocatively; the book was a pageturner. Even if you haven’t been to Death Valley yet, you’ll enjoy The White
Heart of Mojave. And take it with you when you go.

The Desert, Land of Lost Borders
By Michael Welland, 2015

Why should Desert Survivors people read this book? I like readings that bring back the feel of being in
the desert. This book is about humans in the desert. It reminds one of the many original peoples who
once lived where we now hike, and of whom I give a passing–or no–thought. Welland’s writing spans
time and space, and connects different continents.
This is a long book. I read it over a couple of months, and now return to it for this review. I had borrowed it from a Pennsylvanian library on inter-library loan, which took weeks to arrange. In Phoenix
AZ the local library system already had five copies available. I had planned on writing a long review.
You’ll be relieved to hear that now I’ll concentrate on the flavor instead.
I had read Welland’s earlier Sand: The Never-Ending Story which is about the “hardware” (i.e. the geology, the plants, the few creatures) of the desert experience. The Desert is about the “software”, which is
the human experience, and even includes religion. Introductory chapters give a nice overview of Sand.
Welland, although a geologist, has amazing familiarity with the world’s literature on deserts, and quotes
inter alia my favorites Edward Abbey and Mary Austin. He discusses the Bible and desert in his wide-ranging style. “...make way in the
desert a highway for our God”, which I know from Handel’s Messiah. I hiked in the Judean Desert in winter, and it impressed me as the
friendly neighborhood desert near Jerusalem.
He surveys desert films and at his suggestion I saw the movie The Proposition (2013) which is set in the Australian outback
in the 1880’s, and includes the ill that the European immigrants inflicted on the original Australians. The DVD also interviews the actors, who have refreshing points of view. The classic Lawrence of Arabia is worth seeing—I first saw it in a cold
Berkeley cinema—preferably in one of the recent director’s cuts, on the largest screen you can manage, and also on a hot day.
Although I was brought up on Lawrence’s book Seven Pillars of Wisdom, I now know that Lawrence of Arabia has many historical inaccuracies, but I don’t mind. I’ll resist the temptation to discuss more desert films. Overall, I find Welland refreshingly up to date, and I found not one errror.
The book is well produced, with good illustrations every few pages. At the end is a valuable exhaustive list of further readings
by chapter, I shall chase some of the global overviews. He has a website, which he modestly does not mention in the book.
Were I to meet Welland, I’d ask him why we Limeys, brought up in a drizzly climate, like deserts so much. (My mother grew
cacti.) Maybe it’s because we saw so many cowboy movies, set in Lone Pine in the Owens Valley. Ask for The Desert as a
present, and happily dip into it for many moons.
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Photos: Chuck McGinn, except group shot by Steve Charlton and selfie with dad by Claire Lindsay-McGinn.

Photos, clockwise from upper left: The remnants of the Fort Piute blockhouse; The cindercone that marks Piute Canyon; The ruins of a turkey
rancher’s home from the 1940s; A brilliant red barrel cactus; A group shot of the trip participants; Just a tiny sample of the rock art found at the
site; It began as a footpath, then a wagon trail and now a motor vehicle road; A stamping mill on display at the Mojave Desert Heritage Museum;
This ancient trail runs from the Colorado River to Piute Spring, The author and trip-leader Chuck McGinn with his daughter Claire.
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A Drive on the Mojave Road
Dear Desert Trekkers:
This is a report on our recent trip to Fort Piute (also spelled Piaute) in
eastern California, not far from the Nevada border and the Colorado
River. The fort is on the Old Mojave Road or the Government Road
as it is sometimes labeled on maps. This historic road runs about 147
miles from Afton Canyon (50 miles east of Barstow) to the Colorado
River near Laughlin, NV. It is one of the great trips of the Mojave
Desert and I recommend it to all in Desert Survivors. Because it is a
drivable road most people tend to turn it into a caravan trip but there
is no real reason why it can’t be hiked and I may just try that some
day.
We had a total of seven participants, a relatively modest group but one
has to factor in the distance from our Bay Area membership centroid
to this remote outpost. From Davis, CA to Fort Piute via Bakersfield
is about 650 miles. Three of us came from the Sacramento area, two
from San Diego, one from Arizona and my daughter, Claire, flew out
from Minneapolis for one last blast of sunshine before the door closed
on the Minnesota deep freeze.
Four of us met up on Thursday night at the Owl Canyon campground
north of Barstow. It is a gem of a campsite with few visitors, good
facilities and a terrific hike all its own.
We departed early the next morning and met up with the rest of the
trip participants in Goffs, CA at the Mojave Desert Heritage and
Cultural Association Museum on historic Route 66. The museum
is a collection of all sorts of Mojave Desert memorabilia related to
farming, mining, homesteading, military activity, transcontinental
communications and so on. The most dynamic exhibits are the two
stamping mills. These big steam punk artifacts crush rock into powder and sluice it with water to separate the gold dust from the sand. I
did not see it in operation but apparently there is a video clip showing
it in all its terrible glory.
We spent the morning in Goffs and after lunch on the front porch of
the museum we got into our vehicles and drove up U.S. 95 to where it
intersects the Mojave Road. We turned west and we were on our way
to Piute Canyon.
The Mojave Road is a rough two track desert road. It passes through
a sandy wash and is pretty rocky in places. A high clearance vehicle is
a must. Approaching the canyon from this direction, we see a perfect
volcanic cone that rises just outside its mouth. Just beyond the cone is
an area oddly clear of boulders and cobbles that makes a perfect group
camping area.
I say “oddly” because I suspect that this clear area may not be entirely
natural. It is devoid of the boulders and large rocks that seem to
populate the surrounding landscape. Whether natural or altered over
time, it makes a convenient place to camp. It has a very short trail
that leads to the wash that decends from Piute Canyon. All along
the north side of the wash are scores of petroglyphs. As Claire and
I crisscrossed the area looking at rock art, it became quite clear that
an ancient footpath goes very near our campsite. As much as logic
applies in these matters, the distinctive volcanic cone would have been
a signpost that helped designate the mouth of the canyon. Why is this
important? Because there is water in the canyon! It is gratifying to

think that we might have been camping in a prehistoric gathering
place.
The U.S. Army established Fort Piute in 1859. It was one of a series of
posts built to protect wagon traffic along the Mojave Road and keep
Native Americans away from the water source during the periods of
hostilities. As you approach the fort the path arrives at a turkey ranch
from the 1940’s and then at the remnants of a rock-walled corral that
held cattle. You then come to a construct of low stonewalls, about
five feet thick, which was the foundation for the Fort Piute blockhouse. The soldiers who were stationed here from 1859 to 1868 lived
in tents. They could retreat into this stone fortification in event of an
Indian attack. The trail and the rock art markers pick up again past the
fort and, I imagine, continue on up to the desert plateau.
This footpath runs from the Colorado River directly to the water of
Piute Spring. This canyon has cut into the layers of rock that underlie the Mojave and somehow, that rock delivers water to this narrow
notch. Naturally, the scouts followed the ancient footpath, the wagons followed the scouts and the U.S. Army followed the wagons.
Hiking through the canyon with our light backpacks is one thing
but pulling a wagon through must have been a truly punishing task.
The vegetation is thick and the canyon is narrow. You can see a place
where wagons were hauled out of the riverbed as the rock has been
notched just enough to allow the wheels to pass. That location is the
end of a one-mile stretch that was the most difficult part of the Mojave
Road. I suspect that after a few years of struggling through here, the
wagon masters figured a better strategy was to go into the canyon for
water and then go out and around by an easier route.
The canyon is also the confluence of two seasonal streams. Two in our
party took a hike in the more northerly canyon and found it to be a
most pleasant walk in a flat-bottomed sand covered slot canyon. The
other stream can be seen from satellite imagery to hold the old wagon
tracks that lead up to the Mojave plateau.
After exploration of the canyon all day Saturday, our group had a
pleasant evening and the trip broke up the next day. Claire and I
continued on to Grapevine Canyon near Laughlin and spent a couple
of hours touring the site. We found really interesting glyphs, many in
a very different style than at Fort Piute. Lots of tourists and families
were there to see the rock art and picnic. Extreme cultural whiplash
was on display as people arrived from the Nevada casinos for a day to
commune with nature.
Claire and I made one more stop on our way home at the turnoff to
Afton Canyon Campground. There is another portion of an ancient
trail that stretches in a westerly direction. I suppose it could be the
same one we came across in Piute Canyon, over one hundred miles
away. Would be nice to spend some time tracing is someday. It has
been smoothed by the passage of feet over thousands of years. The
surface is composed of small stones that have gradually been leveled
and aligned in a tightfitting mosaic. The sun reflects off these small
stones and causes the surface to glisten in a way that the undisturbed
desert does not.
And that is the end of our trip. Happy trails!

— Chuck McGinn
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A
DESERT
FISH STORY
by David Oline

Photo: Vernon Kuska

The Alvord cutthroat trout.

Fish should be easy to find in the desert. With so little water, there
is no place for them to hide – find water and you should be able
to find the fish. Certainly this is true at Salt Creek in Death Valley,
where in springtime you can walk down the boardwalk and see the
pupfish essentially on display as a few inches of water flows across
the sands. This was also true during a Desert Survivors trip to the
Lahontan Trout Wilderness Study Area in northern Nevada some
years ago—minutes after arriving at our campsite in a stand of aspen, our first glance into the shaded creek revealed small schools
of minnows holding in the deeper pools.

Photo: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

I had hoped for the same ease of finding fish up Guano Creek, a
small desert stream in the Hart Mountain Antelope Refuge of eastern Oregon. What’s more, is that our route would follow up the
entire length of Guano Creek from it’s sink in a playa in Guano
Valley to its source spring at the base of Warner Peak, high point of
the massive escarpment at the western edge of the Hart Mountain
plateau. To travel the entire length of a watercourse is an attractive
and unique adventure and has the feeling of a true exploration.
Such a journey is most easily accomplished in the Great Basin - our
distance was only 40 miles from playa to spring, over which the
creek drops 1500 feet, and took us only a weekend.

The Lahontan cutthroat trout can get freaking huge. Anglers in
Pyramid Lake, NV have caught ones as large as 38 lbs.
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Left photo: The author and fish seeker Dave Oline.

Not only are waterways in the desert small, they are also isolated.
The Great Basin was not always a desert, of course, but was once
quite a different land of forests and lakes, some of which were huge
during the much wetter Pleistocene ice ages. Then the climate
warmed, dried, and the lake levels gradually lowered to leave the
numerous visible bathtub rings of ancient shorelines along the bases of so many mountain ranges in the Great Basin. The fish, with
formerly so many places to hide in the deep, vast lakes, were forced
to retreat into a few short stretches of creeks scattered along their
edges as they ultimately vanished completely leaving dry playas behind. The small and isolated populations of fish left behind began
following their own evolutionary trajectory and uniquely diversify
without any gene exchange with other fish – that is, until eager fish
and game departments began transplantations of fish for sport in
much more recent history.
The result of such transplantation programs has been a complicated scrambling of genetic material from fish of all kinds in the
Great Basin, the Western U.S., and, in fact, the world. Even a short
stretch of stream like Guano Creek has a complicated history of
transplantation from diverse sources that we may never truly
know. One of the unique populations that evolved on its own was
described as the Alvord cutthroat trout, found only in the Alvord
basin in Trout Creek and Willow Creek. Its coloration is distinct,
with large bright red swathes on its sides that obscure much of the
dark spotting pattern that typical cutthroat have. Records indicate
that some of these were transplanted into Guano Creek, which
may have originally been fishless, at a point before exotic rainbow
trout were introduced into the Trout Creek population leading
to subsequent hybridization and extirpation of the Alvord trout
there. The original Guano Creek population thus may have been
a genetic remnant of the pure Alvord cutthroat stock. I say “have
been”, because at least two subsequent introductions of Lahontan
cutthroat trout have been made into Guano Creek since. Nevertheless, fish that had the coloration pattern of the Alvord trout have
been documented from Guano Creek, suggesting that much of the
Alvord genetic material was still there.

Photos: Dave Oline

They overturned a cow pie to expose this cowering little mouse.

Fed by springs as well as Guano Creek is the playa of Shirk
Lake a few miles up from Guano Lake. The concentration of
waters here once supported a thriving ranch until somewhat
recently, many ruins of which are still standing. Modern linoleum floors were underneath the piles of mouse droppings; swallows nested in the living room.

One of the most empty places in the lower 48, Guano Valley, OR.

In 2013, an attempt by researchers to use genetic techniques to
sort out what was what in the current trout distribution only deepened the mystery by finding a very high frequency of a few genetic
markers in Guano Creek fish that matched Yellowstone cutthroat
trout. Perhaps the most likely explanation was an undocumented
introduction from a Yellowstone source—but because the genetic
association of Guano Creek trout with Yellowstone trout was supported by only two of their genetic markers, an interesting alternative explanation is that the Alvord trout originated as an offshoot
of the Yellowstone trout rather than the Lahontan trout. We may
never be certain, and gene frequencies in such small populations
may change quickly—and still be changing—as the fish adapt and
respond to environmental fluctuations such as the recent severe
multi-year drought. It has been suggested that genetic testing of
some of the original museum specimens captured and preserved
before documented specific introductions may be the only way to
sort it out.

Just west of Shirk Lake, Guano Creek comes down a short scarp of
a few hundred feet – or at least its bed does. No water yet at this
point in our route. As the road went up the scarp, it got exceedingly
rough and rocky, but once on the flat top it turned to smooth dirt
again. This step-like pattern repeated itself all the way through our
trip up the plateau—rough rocks as you climb through the lava
layers, and then smooth dirt once you get on the top. We found
our first water—a string of stagnant pools—in a shallow canyon
just below the road after climbing down a slope of basalt boulders.
At least at this time of year, no fish, not good trout habitat. But it
was a start.
The next section of the creek that had some water had an extended marshy area that was thick with rushes and winding channels
through which water actually flowed. We explored here for a while,
spooking some waterfowl out of the rushes and getting our feet
wet. Here it was starting to look like meadow habitat that could
possibly, just maybe, hold some trout. However, this section probably dries down significantly and slows enough to make it very
hard for trout to survive. The missing element here was shade sufficient to keep the water cooler and able to hold a little more oxygen
during the long hot summers. No fish here, but more promising.

The area between the Sheldon and Hart Mountain Refuges are part
of the plateau and valley country that makes up much of northern Nevada and Eastern Oregon. This particular section of it is
on a massive plateau that is tilted down to the southeast, where
parallel drainages have created a channeled scabland dotted with
dry lakebeds. Guano Creek was one of these drainages, ultimately
winding up in a playa in Guano Valley which was now a sea of
grass. We hiked across it to get a sense of the area, watching the
vegetation change suddenly as we descended each subtle formershoreline—and again back as we walked up the edge on the opposite side. Seeing some movement under a cow pie, Vern lifted
it up with his boot to expose a tiny mouse huddling frozen underneath covering its eyes. If I don’t see you, you can’t see me.

Photo: Vernon Kuska

Our idea was to try to find some of them, catch a few, and take
photographs to see what their coloration and patterns looked like.
After a year of normal precipitation that ended the drought, they
should be doing better and easy to find. To join me in the search
was a sole other Desert Survivor – the smallest trip I’ve ever led.
However, Vern Kuska did bring his fishing rod, so we were off.

The ruins of Shirk Ranch.
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During the Ice Age the Great Basin contained vast lakes where giant
trout thrived. In recent geologic times, the climate turned arid causing the lakes to receed, and then to dry up completely—forcing the
fishes to retreat into mountain stream habitats, such as Guano Creek.

Unfor tunately,
the water actually flowed across
the road here, as
this was the ford
marked on the
maps. It was deep
and stretched out
surprisingly wide through deep ruts. I think stream crossings are
one of the few situations where having four-wheel drive can actually make a real difference. When one axle hits the deepest softest
area where you are most likely to get stuck, the other axle is likely
to be somewhere else and be able to provide traction to get you
through. With two wheel drive, when your one axle passes through
that deepest softest spot, if you don’t have enough momentum to
carry you through, you just sink down in an get stuck. We spent
quite a while measuring the water depth and probing the unseen
surface below the murky water with Vern’s poles (deep!). We eventually decided to go for it and drove my 4WD across, though it
was rather squirrelly. After seeing how deep it was and how much
water was being pushed ahead in a bow wave, we spent some more
time nervously re-evaluating and ended up deciding against the
risk of trying to get Vern’s 2WD through. We would have looked
phenomenally stupid if we had gotten stuck out there.
Bizarrely, though, at precisely the time when I had my car on the
far side of the creek and we were considering whether to try getting
Vern’s across, the only other vehicle we’d seen on the road for two
days showed up, and it was the typical monster truck that inhabits
this area of the world. We told him it wouldn’t be any problem for
him to drive through, though it was deep, and despite the concerns
of his passengers, they went right through and continued on.
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So after crossing my car back without incident, and we headed
back ultimately re-tracing much of our route up from the valley,
and then getting back onto the plateau on another road that ended
up being generally better anyways. Though it took us awhile, we
ended up at a point about 2 miles up the creek from the ford—so
we really didn’t miss much. And we got to see a whole new part
of the plateau with some dry lakebeds with antelope bounding
nearby.
The next section we explored south of Post Meadows looked
more promising—here we were in the shadow of the massive Hart
Mountain to the west, where Guano Creek comes tumbling out of
a canyon to spread out into an area of true meadows. Here there
were meandering channels, quickly running water, occasional
deeper pools, the shade of willows, and even a few flowers though
we were late in the season. This time we actually got our fishing
rods out, tied on some flies, and headed down the creek, as this
looked like an actual trout habitat. No luck, though. We did spend
a good deal of time here wandering down the channels, occasionally hacking through some of the willows to look for hidden pools.
I was thinking we’d see some minnows here and there in some of
the pools darting about after we’d spooked them, but no such luck.
Nevertheless, we did pull out our line and cast flies into the creek.
Happens all the time—no evidence of fish until you put a fly out
and then all of the sudden they come out from their hiding places. Didn’t quite happen this time, though—no bites. Weather was
moving in, and some stiff breezes picked up making it tricky to try
and cast into the narrow channels between the grass, rushes, and

Photo: Vernon Kuska

Right photo:
Vern Kuska with
flyrod in hand,
but without
fishes to take his
bait.
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Antelope pretty much run this part of the world.

The vistas were spectacular.

Klamath Falls, OR

Photo: Dave Olinte

CALIFORNIA
Left photo: The
lush foliage at
the headwaters
of Guano Creek.
A spring on
Warner Peak
is the source of
the stream.

overhanging willows to get it placed in a good drift. Wind is about
the worst thing that can happen to a fly fisherman, and though
there was excitement around every meander as we would find another likely flow to cast into, the absence of a single bite eventually
had us turning back.
Just above Post Meadows, on the lower slopes of Hart Mountain,
is a biogeographical curiosity—a good-sized stand of Ponderosa
pine. Tucked away in the shade of the mountain with a confluence
of streams, they survive here surrounded by desert – only a few
scattered individual Ponderosas exist anywhere else in the mountain range. In the shade of these trees, you enter a completely different environment that is more mountain than desert. Here it was
cool and shaded, with quickly flowing water, and the slope steepened here as we continued up. Here also several other tributaries of
Guano Creek come together creating a true oasis.
The official Guano Creek campground is really just a section of the
road with occasional pullouts to flat sites down by the creek, just
upslope from the Ponderosa forest as the terrain changes to the
lower slopes of Hart Mountain, with Guano Creek creating a small
canyon. At this point, just a mile and a half from the headwaters,
the creek was becomes smaller, though faster as it tumbled down
the steeper slopes. Here we camped. Soon the clouds moved in
and it began to rain during the night.
Perhaps the next worst thing for the fly fisherman after wind is not
necessarily rain, but the sopping wet grass and brush that one has
to wade through to follow the creek. Instant and thorough soaking of boots, socks, and pants. Despite this, we were perhaps more
excited yet when we hiked further up the creek in the morning,
as this canyon section looked like true good quality trout habitat.
Sure the creek was small, but that doesn’t mean it couldn’t hold a
few decent sized fish in every pool. A few weeks earlier I had been
fishing in Idaho, and this looked much the same. Monkeyflowers,
columbines, aspens, willows, rushes, delphinium, a gurgling creek
of clear cold water gurgling over rocks and with pools created by
dams of woody debris – who could tell the difference?
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However, the difference turned out to be that we weren’t able to
catch any fish, not even a bite. I blame the conditions, as I often
do – it’s not that the fish aren’t there. So it’s worth heading back
another time, perhaps a little earlier in the season, maybe spending
a few more days to walk more along different sections of the creek
and really learn how it works. One of the interesting things about
fishing is the way that it makes you slow down and pay attention to
the natural flow and cycle of events, to really study the water and
the life that lives in and around it.
We spent the second night at the hot springs campground, after
a wonderful trip on the blue sky road that connects the southern
and northern areas of Hart Mountain. The clouds started to break
up and sun came through in beams to throw patches of light across
the landscape, as we drove onward on a luxuriously smooth and
wide gravel road that gave us fantastic views as it rose towards the
pass to the hot springs. On the way out the next day, I did take
a slight detour to try my luck at fishing rock creek, which heads
north out of the hot springs to ultimately curve eastward and drain
into Catlow Valley west of the Steens. This could be a trip for another day, starting at the sink and working your way ultimately to
end up at the hot springs camp.
Though we didn’t find any fish, we did find a real creek – which
in the desert can be a challenge sometimes. Our exploration from
sink to source was a unique way to view the landscape, and covered
the entirety of the possible habitat for any fish, or really any aquatic
or riparian life in this section of the desert. Letting the geography
determine your route is a way to surrender yourself to the landscape and can open your eyes. In the great basin there are many
such isolated stretches of water that travel a short distance from
a nearby mountain range to a valley playa below—and doubtless
many trips to be enjoyed. Despite the isolation of desert waters,
they are remarkably dynamic systems over time, when the hundred or thousand year flood occurs, big basins fill up with water,
separate stretches of water flow together, and there is a sudden
reshuffling of the life throughout the basins, which then hunkers
down and adapts as the waters recede for the long dry spell. It definitely takes more than an extended weekend to take it all in.

The banner from an 1892 fisherman’s magazine.
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Trip leader Bob Lyon and Esperanza Hernandez in Anvil Canyon.

A place that
receives few visitors.

Upper right
photo: Mesquite
Spring was little
more than a mud
puddle.
Right photo: The
backpackers
awed by the sights
in Lost Spring
Canyon.

THE SQUAW
SPRINGS BACKPACK
Death Valley National Park

by Rick Eldridge

It was a long drive from Monterey County to the
Ash Mill ruins—first stopping in Baker, CA at the Mad Greek
restaurant for dinner. Tasty!

We got to Ash Mill after dark. Marc, Esperanza and I rode in
Marc’s jeep. There is no camping at Ash Mill, so we used Esperanza’s memory of a spot across Badwater Road and cowboy
camped that night. The next morning we went back to Ash Mill
ruins where there is a picnic table. Went through our gear while
we waited for the rest of the crew to show up. Steve Linton
arrived around 9 or 10 am followed by our fearless leader Bob
Lyon. Eight people signed up for the trip. Three dropped out,
so the five of us was the posse.
After the trailhead formalities, we got into our vehicles headed
down the West Side Road to the entry of Anvil Canyon. A
certain section of this road was almost impassable with a stock
4-wheel-drive jeep. But alas, we left no car parts on the road,
practicing the leave-no-trace credo. We all reconnoitered for
a short bit, put on our backpacks and made our way down the
steep rocky road into Anvil Canyon.
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We ventured through the canyon at various paces. Right away
we ran into the first group of burros that we were to encounter
throughout the trip, and whose trails we would follow to the
springs. The burros were always around and at times seemed
irritated at our presence.
Our plan was to draw drinking water from springs as we hiked.
We regrouped at Mesquite Springs—which was not a good
source of water at that time of year (the end of the dry season in
November) but in a survival scenario it could be a lifesaver.
We all started the hike with 3-4 liters of water per person,
except Steve who was carrying 11 liters to condition himself for
an upcoming trip to Anza-Borrego. With Mesquite Springs
being a bust, we all began making jokes and about Steve’s
abundant water supply. We told him that we had decided to
kill him for the water, not wanting to pay the $20 a liter he was
demanding.
The first evening, we made camp just passed Mesquite Springs
on a flat sandy spot, clear of the burro poop that seemed to be
everywhere. The stars that night were numerous and bright and
the Milky Way was one of the best shows ever.

The burros seemed annoyed by
the presence of the hikers.

Upper left
photo: The
backpackers
trekked through a
landscape devoid of
vegetation.
Upper right photo:
The skies were
dramatic and
beautiful.
Right photo: A
group shot near
the end of the
backpack and
everyone is all
smiles.

The next day we headed out to Squaw Springs. At times we
became somewhat separated, but we all had maps and the route
was fairly easy to navigate, and of course the burro trails told
you where the springs were. Soon we were all together at the
spring and filling our bottles from a tepid water source made
potable with a filter or chemical treatment. Add a few tabs of
Camelback lime and you have a tasty drink! Steve was very
relieved we could drink our donkey slobber water.
After lunch we headed toward Lost Spring, and a good opportunity to practice dead reckoning with the topographical map.
We marched across a valley, then up a hill, then dropped into a
wash. We followed the wash for a while then climbed to a spot
for that night’s camp, below a high saddle that would lead us
the next day to Lost Spring. We were treated to a very colorful
sunset and another good show of the Milky Way.
The next morning we headed out on a burro trail I had scouted
out the evening before. Marc had plotted a route over the
saddle. When we reached the base of a hill, I split off from the
group to survey a route to its crown. It was steep—my favorite
kind of hiking. I soon came upon the burro trail near the top
and could see below the trail snaking around a rock outcropping and up to the high saddle as Marc had figured. I signaled
to my companions to follow me.
When we finally reached the crest of the high saddle we were
treated with a double rainbow, for it had clouded over and rain

was falling as virga. We also saw an area where the burros had
been pawing at the ground. We thought maybe they were eating
something in the soil.
After taking some pictures, we descended into the canyon
of Lost Spring. The canyon was a delight with a good water
source, geologic curiosities, interesting flora, and the sighting of a red tailed hawk. Esperanza and I became rock hounds
and pretty soon we had handfulls of interesting stones that we
passed to one another to admire. They were fine looking rocks!
As we continued down the canyon Esparanza spotted two white
objects on what looked like a road cut along a cliff top. One of
the objects was moving along the cliff, except it really didn’t
move at all. It was Marc’s jeep parked on the plateau. Wow my
eyes were really playing tricks on me! We climbed up the plateau and back to the jeeps.
Back in our vehicles, we traversed over and out of the auto
wrecker’s section of the road and stopped a ways down the road
for the official conclusion of the trip. Bob had two beers and
the six of us took swigs that hit the spot. This was my first trip
with Desert Survivors and I haven’t had a better time with such
a jolly group of folks. Thanks Bob Lyon for a great trip and a
great bunch of people. I am looking forward to more trips with
this group.
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Touring Whisky Hill Farms.

Juanita & Tito getting all snuggly at
the Annual General Meeting.

Photo: N. Blake

“There’s nothing to see in here.”
The Old Woman
Mts. Car Camp,
January 2017.

“I’m Queen of the world!”
...or at least of this trash heap.

Young women in the Old Womans.

Desert Survivors Holiday Party,
December 2016.

Martina snapping a pic of the new Desert Survivors
Board of Directors, October 2016.
Photo: Tito Young

Relaxing after a long day of not finding
any fish—Trout Creek Fishing Car Camp,
September 2016.

Photo: N. Blake

Keeping warm at night on the Old Woman
Mountains Car Camp, January 2017.

When Cactus Attack: A lesson learned about
wearing comfortable shoes in the desert.

Photo: Deirdre Cerkanowicz

Photo: N. Blake

Photo: Dave McMullen

Photo: N. Blake

Photo: N. Blake

Photo:
Barb Bane
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Photo: Lynne Buckner

Photo: Deirdre Cerkanowicz

Our holiday party, December 2016.

Photo: Martina Konietzny

Photo: Claire Lindsay-McGinn

Groundhog Day Party, February 2017.

Photo: Deirdre Cerkanowicz

Photos From Our
Trips & Events

Chuck McGinn’s camp on the Mojave Road.

Trip leader Bob Lyon in Death Valley,
November 2016.
Photo: Geoffrey Finegold.

Frequent contributor to this magazine, Len Finegold, at his
camp in the Mojave National Preserve, November 2016.

Marisa and Robin getting a lesson on
alcoholic fermentation at Whisky Hill Farms.
Photo: N. Blake

Photo: Janet Barth

Sierra Club Desert Committee Meeting, November 2016.

Photo: Marc Eldridge

Photo: Marc Eldridge

Above photo:
Katy Meyer, of
BLM-Ridgecrest,
and her Desert Survivors volunteers
take a break during
the Argus Mountains clean-up.

Right photo:
Cowboy camping on the Squaw
Springs backpack.
“Frost on the salt grass and the hot creek steaming.” Lynne Buckner
at Hot Bog on the Trout Creek Fishing Car Camp, September 2016.
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Desert Survivors Membership Form
Membership dues are just $30/year, although additional donations are welcome.
You can join or renew your membership by filling out this form and mailing it in
with a check to the address shown below.
Name (req’d) _____________________________________________________________
Street Address (req’d) ______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip Code (req’d)__________________________________________________
Phone number: ___________________________________________________________
E-mail address: ___________________________________________________________
(Desert Survivors strives to prevent unsolicited use of members’ e-mail addresses,
and contact details, and will not knowingly allow misuse. Our email-list servers guard
email confidentiality.)
I want to join or renew at the following rate (make check payable to “Desert Survivors”):
____ $30 - Tortoise (basic rate) ____ $50 - Roadrunner ____ $100 - Coyote
_____$500 – Bristlecone ____$1000-Bighorn

The snow covered Mojave, January 2017.

